
This document contains a number of practice plan ideas.  The first part explains the different 

drills referenced in the practice plans.  NOTE: Some of the distances for the throws may need to

be adjusted for younger players.

Warmups

• Dynamic Stretching◦ Jog out to fence and back◦ High knees out to fence, butt kickers back◦ Quad stretch (grab your shoe with the laces in your palm, keep your knees close 

together), inner thigh stretch (one foot planted under you with knee bent slightly , 

extend the other leg to the side), toe touches◦ Arm circles, shoulder stretch (arm across your body, other forearm to the elbow of 

the first arm), triceps stretch

• Throwing◦ Throw with partner; start close, then spread

Cross-Field Grounders

Coaches stand midway along first base line and third base line; may be one to hit and one to 

catch, or one to do both.

Players line up at shortstop position and second base position.

Coach hits a ball to the player, who fields it and throws it back to the coach, then goes to the 

end of the other line by going behind second base.

Star Drill

Players are at fielding positions for first base, second base, third base, and shortstop.

Coach hits from home plate to second base, who throws to third base, who throws to first base,

who throws to shortstop, who throws to home.

* To add some urgency, put a runner on second base or between first and second, and have the

throwers try to get the ball around and home before the runner gets there.  This can

also help with runner speed and keep more players involved in the drill.

Have the throws go around 3 times and then rotate one position to the left.

Base-to-the-Middle Drill

Players are near each of the bases.

Give one player a ball and have them run to the middle of the diamond with their arm up ready 

to throw.

Call out a base (1, 2, 3, or 4).

They make a good throw to that base and run to the back of the line at that base.

The player who caught the ball then runs to the middle and waits for the next base.

Change where throws go so they are turning to their left, to their right, and back to where they 

came from.
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Field-and-Throw Drill

Players line up by third base and by second base.

Coach is part way up third base line and hits grounder to third base.  Another coach is nearby to

catch.

Player fields the ball and throws to player at second base, who throws the ball to the coach, 

then goes to the back of the other line.

After a couple of times through all players, coach switches to hitting balls to second base, who 

then throws to third base, who throws back to the coach.

Four Corners Drill

Have players stand at the corners of a rectangle (eg. Two on first base line about 20 feet apart 

and one across from each of them on the base path between second and third 

base).

Ball moves counter-clockwise around the rectangle, with each player throwing the ball and then

moving to the spot to which they threw.

Short throws should be a “dart throw”.

After a few rotations, change to a clockwise rotation.

Line Throwing Drill

Four or more players line up about 20-30 feet apart in a straight line.

First player throws to second player, who catches, turns toward their glove and throws to the 

next player.

When the ball reaches the end of the line, the throws come back up the line in the other 

direction.

After 2-3 repetitions, rotate the first player to the other end of the line and everyone moves up.

* This can be done with two or more lines of players trying to get the ball down and back first 

without a drop.

Pre-Game Fielding Drill

This is meant for use during your pre-game time on the field.

Put players at each position on the field.

When balls are hit to the outfield positions, shortstop and second base should go to the grass as

cutoffs.  Be clear and loud that they are there for the cut.

When a ball is hit to a position, infielders throw to first base, outfielders throw to the cutoff.

Hit to positions in this order: LF, 3B, SS, CF, P, 2B, 1B, RF, C.

Try to get so you can have two balls in play at a time (which is why the positions are ordered as 

they are, so the infielders can make their position play and their cutoffs). 

Repeat 2-3 times.

Infield/Outfield Drill

This is meant for use during pre-game when you cannot use the entire infield.

Players split into two groups, one near second base and one in RF or LF (depending on which 

dugout you are in.

Coach hits a grounder to the infielder, who throws back in, then moves to a cutoff position in 

the grass.

Coach hits a fly ball to the outfielder, who throws to the cutoff, who then throws back in.

* Coach can also hit grounders to the outfielders to practice fielding that type of ball.
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Pop Fly Drills

Line players up in outfield with one player farther forward, then:

• Show them which side you will be throwing or hitting a pop fly; make sure they turn that

shoulder back first.

• Throw a short pop fly over one shoulder, have player throw the ball back in, throw a 

longer pop fly over the other shoulder, player throws back in, throw a long fly over the 

first shoulder. Alternate the starting direction of the short pop fly.

• Have players start with their back toward the coach, throw a pop fly and give them a 

signal (eg. Yell “Go”), player finds the ball, catches it, and throws it back in.

• Player starts lying face down on the ground, coach yells “Go” as they throw the pop fly, 

player finds the ball, catches it, and throws it back in.

Hitting Stations

Two players partner.  One places balls on a tee for the other to hit into a fence or net.  Hit 6-8 

times then switch.  Object is to work on good form and bat speed.

Hit soft-tossed balls into a net.  Object is to work on hand-eye coordination and good form.

Hit wiffle balls or sand-filled balls tossed from in front (simulating from a pitcher).  It may 

happen naturally, but the tosses should aim for all 4 corners of the strike zone.  

Object is to work on hand-eye coordination.

Hit off pitching machine or live pitching.

Players pair up with one tossing from 15-20 feet in front of the other, who bunts.  Practice up 

the middle and up each base line.

Hit the Net

If you have a hitting net, put it behind first base in foul ground.  Players line up by third base.  

Coach hits them grounders, they field and throw to the hit.  Give points if they hit 

the net, if the ball bounces and stays in the net (assuming it has a pocket to catch 

balls), or if it goes in the pocket on the fly.

In the Bucket

Put an empty bucket on its side at home plate.  Have players stand by second base and throw 

the ball toward home so that the ball rolls into the bucket.  Most in the bucket wins 

(can also pair or group players; the team that has the most wins).
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Here are a number of plans for 90 minute practice sessions.  They do not include defined 

breaks, though you should account for those.  Or you can use them as a basis for 2 hour 

sessions.

Practice Plan 1 (first of season)

5 min. Introductions

10 min. Have players write down the positions they are most interested in and any goals 

they have for the season

5 min. Warmups

10 min. Pair throw/catch

For partner throwing, change partners every 10 throws (move one line one person 

to the right)

15 min. Cross-Field Grounders

15 min. Pop Fly Drills

15 min. Timed baserunning (home to 1st, home to 2nd, 2nd to home, home to home)

15 min. Bunting

Practice Plan 2

5 min. Warmups

10 min. Pair throw/catch

For partner throwing, change partners every 10 throws (move one line one person 

to the right)

15 min. Four Corners Drill

15 min. Defense (incl. easy out, lead runner when possible, everyone involved)

15 min. Field-and-Throw Drill

30 min. Hitting stations

Practice Plan 3

5 min. Warmups

10 min. Pair throw/catch

15 min. Star Drill and pop flies - split into 3 groups, 1 runs, 1 plays infield, 1 in outfield.  

Rotate runners to infield, infield to pop flies, pop flies to runners

15 min. Bunt coverage with runners (half in field, half running), work with runners on 

leadoffs

30 min. Hitting stations

15 min. Base-to-the-Middle Drill

Practice Plan 4

5 min. Warmups

10 min. Pair throw/catch

For partner throwing, change partners every 10 throws (move one line one person 

to the right)

5 min. Discuss uncaught third strike rule (Majors and up)

10 min. Cutoffs

30 min. Hitting stations

15 min. Cross-Field Grounders Drill

15 min. Pop Fly Drills
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Practice Plan 5

10 min. Warmups

For partner throwing, change partners every 10 throws (move one line one person 

to the right)

30 min. Hitting stations

30 min. Game play – split into two teams, rotate between field and hitting

10 min. Sliding

10 min. Baserunning (leading off, avoiding contact, “basepath” rule)

Practice Plan 6

10 min. Warmups, partner throwing.

10 min. Four Corners Drill

15 min. Field-and-Throw Drill

15 min. Baserunning - ground balls and fly balls

15 min. Hit the Net Drill and/or In the Bucket Drill

25 min. 4 on the rest – teams of 4 bat against the rest of the players; try to score runs before

the defense records 3 outs

Practice Plan 7

10 min. Warmups, partner throwing.

10 min. Pre-Game Fielding Drill

20 min. Defensive situations – outs, runners, backups

15 min. Baserunning (ground balls and fly balls) – 3 runners, rest are fielders

15 min. Fly ball drills

20 min. Bunting and soft toss
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